Abstract. Vision based object recognition has applied to automate a production line. Bin picking in cell production method has considered intense research area that performs pick and place tasks for randomly piled objects from bins. However, it has challenged to pick an object, which has characteristic of reflecting material. In this paper, we propose vision based bin picking system using transformed shape parameter detection of object features, which are calculated with 2D image. The pose of the object is estimated with the use of maximal axis detection and center position of object. Worktable has configured to reduce highlight in the object image and distortion image has compensated using strengthen image preprocessing. The proposed method has evaluated using dual arm robot, which has built based on real bin-picking work environment.
Introduction
Industrial robot has introduced in a working environment for solving challenges in an industrial area such as automation tasks, production cost saving, workforce reduction and for increasing flexibility of production automation. Industrial robot has applied to a vehicle spot welding process, a painting process in an general automobile industry.
As vision sensor technology has developed and robots have introduced in a manufacturing line, automation production with robots has intensively interested. Bin-picking systems have researched in an area of manufacturing automation part that perform pick and place tasks of randomly piled workpiece from bin picking boxes.
Vision based bin-picking system has calculated x, y position and z value of picking object using 2D or 3D vision sensors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In case of 2D object recognition method, the location of picking object has detected by detecting landmark features of object surface and has estimated object pose and distance from a working robot. 3D vision sensor has projected a cross pattern to picking object and estimated x and y values of object location and z value to the object.
However, vision based bin-picking method has challenged to perform pick and place task in real world application field. A workpiece in industrial area has a characteristic of reflective surface material such as a metal or workpiece wrapped by plastic paper. An Input image data has distorted by many reasons of object condition such as lighting reflection, surface material, camera angle, the pose of stacked object, occlusion with objects, etc. Especially, the detection of object location and the estimation of pose and distance of object have challenged because highlights by the strong specular reflection in an object image has made loss of input data,
In this paper, vision based bin-picking system has proposed using geometrical feature detection method, which calculates transformed shape parameter of an object surface texture. We build a bin-picking environment with high resolution camera and lighting with a polarizing filter, which is to reduce highlight in the object image and to detect detail surface features. An object location has detected by extracting local features, which are used to landmark. Image processing has processed using image filters and adaptive threshold method to detect detail features, which has used to calculate transform parameter of geometrical features of a picking object. The pose of the picking object is estimated by calculating maximal axis after the detection of object center position. The proposed method has evaluated using dual arm robot and working environment has built based on real bin-picking work environment.
Configuration of Bin-Picking System
For real application bin-picking, we configured vision based bin-picking system with high resolution camera, light with a polarizing filter, working robot with dual arm, bins with piled objects to be picked for packing to the box. Figure 1 shows working environment to perform pick and place task with dual arm robot.
An object stacked in a bin has a characteristic such as specular reflection in an object, occlusion by other objects, lots of change of intensity in a bin. Picking target object has composed of rigid body object, rigid body object wrapped by plastic paper, flexible object wrapped by plastic paper such as an ear phone or cable. Bin-picking system needs to get the location of object to be picked in a bin and the pose estimation of complex shape object in industrial application. location, pose estimation and distance measurement. The preprocessing step includes the setup of the working environment, which includes select high resolution camera, lighting with a polarizing filter, database construction, sensor calibration and conversion of image coordinate to robot coordinate. Object detection step has processed image preprocessing to correct image distortion using image filters and adaptive threshold methods, which reduces light variation and detects pine edges of object. Object region is detected by recognizing local features, which are grouped to segment into an object region. The characteristic of transformed geometrical feature has calculated with extracted local features. The local features of object are transformed by lighting condition and pose variation. We have calculated geometrical transformed parameter of local features and estimated object pose and distance to vision sensor. The object pose has estimated by calculating maximal axis of object to be picked with momentum value and center position of object. Object detection and pose estimation result are shown in Figure 2 . 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed vision based bin picking system using transformed geometrical parameter for industrial robot. The setup of the working environment of bin-picking, the detection of object location and pose estimation are processed. For evaluating the proposed bin-picking system performance, we have used mvBlueCOUGAR-X105C MATRIX VISION camera with resolution of 2448x2050. The distance of object has estimated using registered value of the reference objects from database.
